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Introduction

On a boat  that’s cruising thr that’s cruising through 

white-capped waves off  the coast of Washingtwhite-capped waves off  the coast of Washington 

State, a dog raises her nose to the sky, sniffiState, a dog raises her nose to the sky, sniffi  ng for 

a scent that could help save an entire endanga scent that could help save an entire endangered 

species.

On a rocky slope in California, a herOn a rocky slope in California, a herd of hungry 

goats fi ghts the eff ects of climate change one leafy bite at a time.

In a garden in Detroit, a honeybee homes in on a fl ower, using her electri-In a garden in Detroit, a honeybee homes in on a fl ower, using her electri-

ned by evolution over millions and Animals have extraordinary senses, refi ned by evolution over millions and 

gies give many animals keener vision, millions of years. Their unique biologies give many animals keener vision, 

. Some animals can even detect hearing, taste, touch, or smell than we have. Some animals can even detect 

y that we can’t sense at all, such as tiny types of energy that we can’t sense at all, such as tiny 

es in the air or magnetic fi elds that electrical charges in the air or magnetic fi elds that 

ound the Earth.



While these skills help animals navigate through their own environments, 

humans have recognized their value for centuries. In this book, you’ll meet 

eight diff erent animals whose incredible super senses are helping people to 

address problems we all face, including global warming, pollution, and world-

wide pandemics.

You’ll dive with a bomb-detecting dolphin, fl y alongside a photo-delivery 

pigeon, and sail the high seas with a poop-sniffi  ng dog detective on a mission 

to save endangered killer whales. You’ll learn a honeybee’s electric secrets and to save endangered killer whales. You’ll learn a honeybee’s electric secrets and 

get an insider’s look into what might be the biggget an insider’s look into what might be the biggest animal experiment of all 

time—so big that part of it happens in out

Along the way, you’ll learn aAlong the way, you’ll learn about the biology and brain science behind 

these super senses, as well as the rthese super senses, as well as the research and technologies they’ve inspired. 

You’ll also explore the ethical issues that arise when You’ll also explore the ethical issues that arise when humans team up with 

animals. And you’ll try some actianimals. And you’ll try some activities that will show you what it might be like 

to have some of these super senses y

Are you ready to jump in? Let’Are you ready to jump in? Let’s take a look 

at what people and other animals can do at what people and other animals can do 

when we put our heads together when we put our heads together  .  .  . 

plus our noses, antennae, gills, and plus our noses, antennae, gills, and 

whiskers.



CHAPTER 1

Detector Dogs



At 6:30 a.m.,  the sun rises off  the shores of Washington State. 

Riding on a boat that’s cruising along the coastal waterway, Eba zigzags 

through choppy waves on a ferocious hunt for fl oating patties of poo.

Eba is a snuggly brown-and-white terrier mix and possibly the only dog in 

the world trained to sniff  killer whale poop. From May through October, when 

an endangered population of killer whales known as the Southern Residents 

migrates through, Eba and Dr. Deborah Giles, the human scientist she works 

with, stay ready. When they get a call that killer whales, also called orcas, have 

been spotted in the area, they hop on their boat and head to the spot where 

the whales were sighted.

As they get close, Giles (she goes by her last name) slows down the boat, 

and they steadily crisscross through the waves, searching for sticky blobs of 

poop that bob on the surface and smell like sour old fi sh. These poop blobs 

To save endangered 

species, some dogs 

fo� ow their noses.
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may be red, green, brown, or yellow, and Eba can smell them as far as twenty 

football fi elds away. When she gets a whiff , she starts whining, licking her lips 

anxiously, and moving in the direction of the scent so Giles knows where to 

guide the boat. If they’re lucky, they’ll fi nd thick, gooey, cake batter–like whale 

poop fl oating on the surface. When they do, Giles scoops it up using a big 

beaker attached to a long pole and brings it back to shore.

Eba uses her super-sensitive nose to find ki� er whales.

Dr. Giles is a killer whale biologist. She and Eba are both mem-

bers of Dr. Samuel Wasser’s lab at the University of Washington’s Center 

for Conservation Biology. Southern Resident killer whales are the only 
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endangered killer whales in the United States, and scientists want to fi nd the 

best way to protect them. Since 2005, Giles has been patrolling the waters 

off  the Pacifi c Northwest to understand why there are fewer whales coming 

through and whether the ones that do pass by are healthy. Since it’s hard to 

run tests on whales as they’re swimming through the ocean, scientists like 

Wasser and Giles act like detectives and look for things the whales leave 

behind that can off er clues about what they’re eating and what kinds of dan-

gers they’re encountering.

A big, sticky blob of whale poop can tell scientists all kinds of things: what 

species of fi sh the whales are eating, if the whales are having babies, and if 

they’re feeling stressed out. (Just like people, whales make special hormones 

Dr. Giles and her team spot a ki� er 

whale near the San Juan Islands.
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when they feel scared or uncomfortable, and those hormones come out the 

same way that digested food does.)

But fi nding clues like whale poop is a huge challenge. The poop fl oats on 

the surface for only a short time—thirty minutes or less—before sinking or 

being consumed by small, poop-eating sea creatures, which is why Eba and 

her super-sensitive snout are so important to this work.

Know Your Noses

Humans can also smell whale poop, but they have to be much closer to the 

source. So how does Eba fi nd it from so far off ?

Most scientists believe that dogs have two major biological advan-

tages compared to people when it comes to detecting smell. The fi rst is a 

super-sensitive nose that can pick up incredibly small traces of odor. When 

Eba sniff s something in the air, special cells located deep in the back of her 

nose—starting about where the top of her nose meets the bottom of her eye 

sockets—detect the scent and send signals to alert her brain. These cells are 

called olfactory receptors.

Humans have olfactory receptors, too. You have about six million of 

them in your nose, which is why you can recognize a huge range of diff erent 

odors—anything from freshly baked cookies to dusty old books to the way it 

smells outside after it rains. But scientists estimate that dogs have about 300 

million olfactory receptors.

Plus, Eba’s body maximizes every single one 

of those receptors. When a human breathes, the air 

quickly passes by the olfactory receptors and heads 

straight to the lungs. When dogs breathe, most air goes 

olfactory receptors: orsorsspecial cells that enable living things to detect scents
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to their lungs, but a fl ap of tissue deep in their nose diverts a small amount of 

air—about 12 percent—just for smelling. This small bit of air smacks directly air—about 12 percent—just for smelling. This small bit of air smacks directly 

into a slimy organ called the olfactory epithelium, which is basically a laby-

rinth of spongy tissue and curvy bones, all covered in snot.

If a tight, complicated maze dripping with snot sounds tough to get 

through, that’s exactly the point. As air works its way through the olfactory 

epithelium, odor molecules get trapped in the sticky nooks and crevices. 

Tongue

Olfactory Epithelium

Olfactory 

Nerve

olfactory epithelium: a spongy 

tissue inside the nasal cavity 

that’s covered in mucus and 

contains cells that detect odors



SNOUTS BUILT TO SNI� 

Dog noses are cute—but they’re also booger-resistant marvels of engineering. Have 

you ever noticed those slits on the sides of a dog’s nostrils that look like curlicues? 

Like humans, dogs breathe in through their nostrils, but unlike us, they breathe out 

through these tiny slits. The small openings push exhaled breath away from the dog’s 

face to prevent it from mixing with incoming air and diluting odors.

Even boogers don’t get in the way of smelling. Snot in the back of our noses 

catches dirt and germs we breathe in throughout the day. Our nose hair pushes this 

dirt-covered snot away from our lungs and to the front of the nose, where it dries and 

sticks until we grab a tissue. Humans get boogers as a normal part of daily life, but 

dogs don’t have nose hairs like we do—when their snot traps dirt, it goes the other 

way, to their stomach. Unless there’s an unusual situation, like they happen to inhale 

a hunk of dirt or have allergies 

or an infection that would 

cause extra nasal discharge, 

dogs don’t get boogers.

When dogs exhale, the 

curlicue-like slits on the 

sides of their noses push 

outgoing air away from 

their faces, enabling them 

to sme�  the incoming air 

more clearly
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Millions of olfactory receptors pounce and analyze the molecules’ diff erent 

shapes, sizes, and chemical compositions. Then they send that information to 

the other major organ that allows dogs to smell somewhere between ten thou-

sand and one hundred thousand times better than people: their phenomenally 

odor-focused brain. While the nose detects odors, the brain determines what 

the odor is: clean laundry, a crackling fi re, or moldy cheese. Dogs have smaller 

brains than we do, but the part that’s used for recognizing smells is huge by 

comparison—about forty times bigger than ours.

scent molecules

Teeth

Olfactory Epithelium
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Working together, this bigger smell-recognizing brain area, the compli-

cated system of trapping odor molecules, and the overwhelming number of 

olfactory receptors make dogs like Eba phenomenal at their scent-sniffi  ng 

jobs—and able to make unique contributions in the fi ght to save endangered 

species from extinction.

Investigating Orcas

As whales swim in groups called pods, they leave behind clues about what 

they have been eating and encountering. Most of the clues look pretty 

SME� -O� ! HUMAN VERSUS DOG

If odor detection were an inter-species Olympic event, dogs would beat humans every 

time . . . almost. Dogs can detect a much wider range of scents than people can, but 

there are a few odors that humans can sniff out just as well as dogs. In fact, you 

might have one in your own kitchen: people are as good at detecting the smell of 

bananas as dogs are.

Why? Some scientists believe that the reason goes all the way back to the fi rst 

humans. Early humans lived on food they hunted or gathered, so fi nding fruit was 

an important part of life for us. Canines don’t need fruit as part of their diets, so 

detecting that smell wasn’t as important to them. As both species evolved, humans 

got better at using our less sophisticated noses to fi nd fruit while dogs used their 

more sensitive snouts to track other things, like hair, sweat, blood, and other scents 

associated with prey. Thousands of years later, dogs are clearly the superior sniffers 

overall, but when it comes to smelling bananas, it’s anyone’s game.



disgusting to everyone except for scientists, who know how valuable they 

are. For instance, when some species of whales die, they leave thick sticks 

of earwax longer than a large dinner fork. These sticks are made of a sub-

stance called keratin. When whales are eating regular meals, they produce 

light-colored layers of keratin; when they’re migrating and aren’t eating reg-

ularly, they produce dark-colored layers.

Slice open one of these earwax sticks and, similar to the rings in a tree 

stump, the light and dark layers tell a story about how long the whale lived, 

when it ate (and didn’t), and what kinds of toxins or pesticides it may have 

encountered.

Light and dark keratin bands in whale earwax can help 

scientists determine how old the whale was.

keratin: the protein that makes up your hair and fi ngernails, 
tintin

as well as other biological materials, like whale earwax



Whales also leave things behind when they’re alive. Whales pee as they’re 

swimming and shed bits of skin and hair. (You may not think of whales as 

hairy, but the fi st-size bumps on the backs, heads, or fi ns of some whales are 

actually really big hair follicles.)

The problem is that these sam-

ples are usually tiny, and ocean cur-

rents often just wash them away. 

The largest and most reliable thing 

whales regularly produce is poop.

Whales poop out liquidy clouds 

of feces so big that divers have nick-

named them “poo-nadoes.” Smaller 

particles dissipate in the ocean, but 

other parts of these poop clouds rise 

to the surface as blobs that could be 

as small as a single bean or as big as 

a large dinner plate. “Those are the 

fantastic samples,” Giles says, adding that bigger poop samples off er scientists 

more information about the whales and generally are a sign that the whales 

are doing well. “I dream of poop like that.”

Once Giles and her team scoop up one of these poop blobs, she puts the 

sample in a machine that spins fast enough to separate the poop from the 

ocean water it’s in. Then she sends the solid bit off  to Dr. Wasser’s lab, where 

the sample gets analyzed to understand what kinds of food waste, hormones, 

toxins, and microscopic critters are inside it.

Right now, Eba’s job is more important than ever. Southern Resident 

hair follicle:  a tiny sac in an animal’s skin where an individual hair growsliclelicle

The big bumps you s�  on the heads 

and fins of humpback whales like 

this one are actua� y hair fo� icles.
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Blue whales 

usua� y produce 

orangey-red p� p, 

like the stu�  s� n 

here, but whale 

p� p can also be 

brown, gr� n, or 

ye� ow.

whales are among the most critically endangered marine mammals in the 

world. Compared to years ago, Giles sees fewer whales coming through, and 

the ones that are migrating outside of Washington State leave evidence indi-

cating that they’re struggling. She says that ten years ago, her team could eas-

ily fi nd gummy patties of poo the size of buoyant pancakes. Now she’s lucky 

to fi nd diluted bits the size of your pinky fi nger.

That shrinking poop size is a sign that 

the whales aren’t eating enough to have big 

poops; in fact, they are starving. Warming 

waters, disease, pollution, poor fi sheries 

“I DREAM OF POOP LIKE THAT.”
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management, and ecosystem destruction are killing off  Chinook salmon and 

other fi sh the whales eat. There’s also research showing that loud noises from 

shipping vessels and underwater construction can drown out the sound pings 

whales use to fi nd food and mates.

As Southern Resident whales struggle to survive, every single poop sam-

ple captured is vital to fi guring out how to help the whales recover. Eba, and 

other dogs who are trained to do conservation work, are ready for the chal-

lenge. After locating a poop sample, Eba gets a snuggle and time to play with 

her toys. But it won’t be long before she’s back on the job, pushing science 

forward one sniff  at a time.

Eba loves to play betw� n p� p-sni� ing se� ions.



Bio-Detection Dogs can 

be trained to sni�  many 

di� erent diseases, 

including Covid-19.

DETECTOR DOGS 
AROUND THE WORLD

Whales aren’t the only creatures detector dogs protect. Around the world, keen-nosed 

dogs trained to follow specifi c scents vigilantly work to keep animals and people safe.

On the Japanese island of Amami-Oshima, for example, dogs protect native birds, 

frogs, and rabbits from the small Indian mongoose, an invasive species that looks 

like a weasel and has few natural predators in the area. Detector dogs, trained on the 

animal’s scent, help fi nd hidden mongoose burrows so humans can thin their numbers.

In Mombasa, Kenya, a port where illegal animal products like ivory often enter 

the country, detector dogs protect endangered elephants and rhinos by helping to 

shut down wildlife traffi cking. Thousands of shipping containers come through the 

port each day, and in just a few whiffs, these dogs know if there’s ivory inside that 

needs to be seized.

In the small village of Great Horwood, in England, an organization called Medical 

Detection Dogs teaches pups how to sniff out disease. Trained to pick up on faint 

traces of odors that humans give off when we have certain diseases or infections, 

these dogs learn to detect conditions like malaria, diabetes, and some kinds of can-

cers and neurological conditions. Some go to live with patients and are trained to 

alert their owners if they smell certain odors that might precede an emergency such 

as a diabetic attack. Others participate in studies sniffi ng human samples and help-

ing scientists develop robotic noses that can detect diseases just as well as detector 

dogs can.



TO FIND OUT, YOU’�  N� D:

•  a partner

•  a dry, open outdoor area you can easily walk 

through

•  a piece of cloth, such as a bandana, kitchen rag, or 

old T-shirt

•  a nontoxic liquid with a strong smell, such as 

perfume, lemon juice, or vinegar (and permission 

from an adult to use it)

ACTIVITY

Follow Your 

Nose

1.  

How well can you follow a scent trail?



4.  When you’re done laying the scent trail, go back to the dropped 

cloth and tell your partner to open their eyes and join you there.

5.  Let your partner sniff  a little of the smelly liquid you’re holding, 

then see if they can follow the trail you made. (They’ll probably 

need to get close to the ground.)

6.  When they’re done, it’s time to switch roles!

If you and your partner are able to fi nd the scent trails 

pretty easily, then try adding more turns to the trail or 

using more subtle scents. If you found it pretty diffi  cult, 

try it with a stronger scent or in a new outdoor space, 

and don’t give up! Studies show that people who are 

Bonus



CHAPTER 2

Fast Ferrets



These animals get 

through tight, dark 

spaces by a whisker.

The pipes are curved  and black on the inside—

so dark, it’s hard to see if an end exists at all. They sit deep down in the earth, 

buried under layer after layer of dirt, at a depth about equal to the height of 

a full-grown man. They’re narrow and cramped, musty and dank, and for a 

ferret wearing a tiny backpack, they’re the perfect place to work.

In England, a snow-white, pink-nosed ferret named Cynthia happily scam-

pers through these underground pipes. Her small, bendy body is ideal for mov-

ing through narrow spaces. Cynthia and the fi fty other ferrets she lives with 

help humans with two tasks—running cables through skinny underground 

pipes and replacing pipes when they break. To dart through those long nar-

row spaces, these ferrets use a tool that happens to grow right on their faces: 

whiskers.
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For humans to reach an underground pipe—some of which are longer 

than six Olympic-size swimming pools—they would need to dig up the entire 

length of the pipe. That means high costs, hours of labor, and tearing down 

anything sitting on the ground above the pipe, which could be an import-

ant historical building or land that’s vital to preserve. Cynthia, however, only 

needs a way in and a way out to get to an underground pipe, and she can run 

through it without disturbing anything on the ground above.

That’s why James McKay, a ferret trainer and zoologist, has brought ogist, has brought ogist

Cynthia and fi ve other ferrets to a shopping mall in Leicester, England.

When shoppers park their cars at the mall, automated barriers go up and 

down to regulate traffi  c. At the right moment, bursts of air from fl exible under-

ground pipes push the barriers up, but one of these pipes has broken and the 

barriers can’t move at the right time.

No one wants to dig up the parking lot to change out the pipe, so James 

has brought a team of ferrets with diff erent attributes—some small, some 

brave, some particularly strong—to get 

the job done.

zoologist: a scientist who studies animals

ogistogist

Fe� ets’ whiskers help 

them determine if their 

bendy bodies can fit into 

na� ow openings.



A FOUL-SME� ING BANDIT 
BY ANY OTHER NAME

How did you get your name? You miHow did you get your name? You might be named in honor of a relative. Maybe 

your name comes from your family’s culturyour name comes from your family’s culture or religion, or it might be rooted in 

another language or ancestry. Ferrets aranother language or ancestry. Ferrets are named 

after one of their favorite hobbies: stealinafter one of their favorite hobbies: stealing 

small objects and taking them back to thsmall objects and taking them back to their 

burrows. The proper scientifi c name fburrows. The proper scientifi c name for 

a ferret is Mustela putorius furo, whi which 

literally translates to “stinky weasel-likliterally translates to “stinky weasel-like 

little thief.” Yikes! If you were namlittle thief.” Yikes! If you were named 

after your worst quality and your favorite after your worst quality and your favorite 

hobby, what would your name be?

Pipe Dreams

The broken parking lot pipe sits deep beneath the surface in an underground 

channel—a narrow space that’s designed to hold lots of diff erent pipes and 

cables in one central place. To give the ferrets access to the channel, the 

construction crew digs two holes: one where the broken pipe starts and one 

where it ends. Each hole is the depth of a full-size refrigerator. Since it’s too 

deep for James to safely drop a ferret directly into this underground channel, 

these four-footed workers will take the elevator today.

James slips a ferret named Roger into a tiny green fl uorescent vest and 

a small harness. The vest distinguishes Roger from other critters who may 
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be hanging around the construction site. The harness has a very long, very 

strong cord attached to it, as well as a small device that sends radio signals. 

James places Roger on a small platform, then carefully lowers the platform 

down, down, down into the channel.

When this tiny elevator stops, Roger tries to move through the channel, 

but his whiskers bend. He’s too big. He won’t be able to run through. James 

brings Roger back up to the surface, then puts the vest and harness on a 

smaller ferret named Jenny. Jenny heads down the elevator and into the chan-

nel, but quickly turns around. Something—maybe a strange smell or sound—

has frightened her, and she won’t enter the channel again.

Finally, it’s Cynthia’s turn. James gets Cynthia suited up and lowers her. 

She takes off  in a fl ash. Ferrets naturally love to burrow and explore new 

places, so Cynthia is thrilled to scurry through this secret underground space, 

pulling the cord with her into the thick darkness as she goes.

Hairy Helpers

Like detector dogs—and many other 

working animals—Cynthia has a keen 

nose, which is crucial for her job. But the sensory system in her whiskers also 

helps her navigate through tight, dark spaces. Whiskers allow animals to feel the 

shape, size, and texture of things around them, even when it’s too dark to see.

Better known as vibrissae to scientists, whiskers are made mostly of vibrissae to scientists, whiskers are made mostly of 

keratin—the same material that makes up your hair and whale earwax—and 

they look like thick, extra-long hairs.

But unlike the hair on your head, whiskers also have tiny pockets of 

blood and nerve fi bers around the base of them. These nerves, called 

vibrissae: the scientifi c term for whiskers

vibrissaevibrissae
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When they’re not on a job, James McKay’s 

fe� ets train by ru� ing through tubes.



mechanoreceptors, basically transform whiskers into teeny-tiny feelers, which 

may be as sensitive as your own fi ngertips. Animals can use their whiskers to 

feel diff erent objects and textures, and they can detect changes in the way that 

air or water moves around their whiskers, letting them know if something they 

can’t see, smell, or hear is close by.

Not all whiskers are the same. They can be long or short, movable or 

immobile. Animals use their whiskers in diff erent ways. Some casually brush 

DO CATFISH HAVE WHISKERS?

Sort of. Catfi sh look like they have whiskers, but each of those long “hairs” on a cat-

fi sh’s face is actually an organ called a barbel. Barbels contain taste receptors, which 

are also found all along a catfi sh’s body. As these fi sh swim through murky waters at 

the bottom of rivers or lakes, their barbels sweep the ground and surrounding water, 

tasting everything in hopes of fi nding dissolved particles that have fallen off of poten-

tial food sources, as well as traces of carbon dioxide that tiny edible fi sh exhale as 

they swim by. Because their taste receptors are on the outside, catfi sh basically lick 

an entire river to fi nd food they can put in their mouths. Imagine how life would be if 

you tasted anything you touched!

mechanoreceptors: special nerve cells that detect touch, texture, pressure, and motionorsors
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their whiskers against nearby objects, 

while others fl ick their whiskers up 

to twenty times per second to help 

them sense their surroundings.

Nearly all mammals have whis-

kers—humans being one of only 

a few exceptions—and while we 

mostly picture whiskers growing 

out of the face, they sometimes 

grow on other parts of the body, 

too. For example, many animals, 

including felines from small house 

cats all the way up to great big tigers, have hairs on their front legs called 

carpal whiskers, which help them feel whether prey they’ve caught is still 

twitching or if it’s really dead.

So how exactly do whiskers like Cynthia’s work? Basically, like a map, 

says Dr. Robyn Grant, a biologist at Manchester Metropolitan University, in 

England. Facial whiskers usually grow in rows and columns, just like a grid. 

The number of whiskers varies by species—rats, for example, have up to sev-

enty facial whiskers, whereas manatees have roughly two thousand on their 

faces and about 3,300 more across their entire bodies. But no matter the num-

ber, all whiskers function basically the same way: mechanoreceptor nerve 

fi bers detect a change in the environment and relay the precise type and loca-

tion of that change to the brain.

Some animals can move their 

whiskers only back and forth, but 

mice can move theirs in any direction.

carpal whiskers: specialized hairs found just above the paws on 

whiskerswhiskers

many animals. Animals use carpal whiskers to gather information 

about things they’re holding in their paws, including prey.
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Exactly how much information 

those nerve fi bers pick up varies 

from species to species. Some ani-

mals have lots of mechanorecep-

tors, making their whiskers very 

sensitive. Seals, for example, have 

ten times more nerve fi bers around 

their whiskers than rats do, and they 

use them when hunting. When a 

tasty fi sh swims by, seals use their 

super-sensing whiskers to pick up 

on the ripply trail left behind and to 

track that fi sh from up to half a foot-

ball fi eld away.

In dark places, whiskers are a big 

biological advantage, Robyn adds. Animals with the longest and most sensi-

tive whiskers usually live in dark environments, either underwater or on land, 

and their whiskers help them navigate dark spaces. Without much light under-

ground, Cynthia uses her whiskers, along with her other senses, to fi gure out 

if the channel holding a pipe is big enough for her to fi t through, as well as if 

there are dangerous objects or obstacles along the way.

Whiskers are also teaching scientists a lot about how animals sense and 

navigate the world, and that knowledge benefi ts humans in a lot of diff er-

ent ways. Robyn, for example, studies animal whiskers in order to design 

artifi cial robo-whiskers that can help robots maneuver through dark spaces 

using touch. One day, these machines may be able to explore places that real 

In cold waters, seals’ whiskers 

stay warm thanks to a special 

su� ly of bl� d in their nose 

and mouth areaS.
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Dr. Robyn Grant’s team designs machines like this 

one to explore how robots might use whisker-like 

a� endages to navigate dark and dangerous places.

whiskered animals like Cynthia can’t venture into, such as the deep ocean, 

outer space, or even inside the organs and vessels in our bodies.

Follow That Ferret

Back at the shopping mall, Cynthia is rushing through the underground chan-

nel. Up on the surface, James McKay also has a job. The tracker on Cynthia’s 

backpack is sending radio signals to a corresponding device James holds in 

his hand. As Cynthia scampers underground, James runs along with her on 

the surface, following her every move. He will meet her at the end of the pipe 

if she makes it through or back at the beginning if she encounters something 

that forces her to stop and turn around.



WHAT WHISKERS TE�  
SCIENTISTS ABOUT YOUR BRAIN

Humans don’t have whiskers, but scientists can learn a lot about people by look-

ing at sensory systems we don’t have. Whiskers are actually really important to 

neuroscientists because, in some animals, it’s easy to see where touch signals are ists because, in some animals, it’s easy to see where touch signals are 

processed in the brain.

neuroscientist: a scientist who studies 

istist
how our brains and nervous systems work

Each individual rat whisker co� esponds to a specific spot in the rat’s 

brain. This specificity helps scientists be� er understand how rats’ brains 

proce�  the sense of touch.

Brain

WHiskers

WHiskers

nerves connecting WHiskers and brain

WHiskers and brain


